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The revised and expanded edition of the bestseller that changed an incredible number of
livesThe technology is very clear. Colin Campbell and his team at Cornell, in partnership with
groups in China and England, embarked upon the China Study, the most comprehensive study
ever undertaken of the relationship between diet and the chance of developing disease. What
they discovered when combined with findings in Colin’More than 30 years ago, diet researcher
T. The results are unmistakable.It is possible to dramatically reduce your risk of cancer, heart
disease, and diabetes simply by changing your daily diet.s laboratory, opened their eyes to
the dangers of a diet saturated in animal proteins and the unparalleled health advantages of
a complete foods, plant-based diet plan.In 2005, Colin and his boy Tom, now your physician,
shared those findings with the world in The China Research, hailed as one of the most
important books about diet plan and health ever written.Featuring brand new content, this
heavily expanded edition of Colin and Tom’ The main element to a long, healthy life lies in
three things: breakfast, lunch time, and supper.The China Study&#151;Revised and Expanded
Edition presents a obvious and concise message of wish as it dispels a multitude of health
myths and misinformation. The essential message is clear.s groundbreaking publication includes
the latest undeniable proof of the energy of a plant-based diet, plus updated information
regarding the changing medical system and how individuals stand to benefit from a surging
curiosity in plant-based nutrition.
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 This book has already stood the test of time, but when you have not read it, you certainly
must. This book was a casino game changer for me. If you find the book hard to follow or
understand, choose the audio edition because I think you will find it's simpler to understand
and follow. As a engineer and scientist, I followed up and read a few of Campbell's journal
papers.5 cups of raw oatmeal, sliced fresh strawberries, blueberries, figs, dates, rasins, prunes,
add fresh blackberries and/or raspberries or whatever fruit you want. I enjoyed this publication
immensely. No more fast food, added glucose, junk, cows milk, etc. Its very filling... Such an
excellent book with so much information. The clinical studies, the case histories and the research
are all within plain, direct language. More than a period of 6 months I dropped about 52
pounds, my pounds dropped from 224 to 172, being 5ft 8in male, this was visible to all I fresh.
Seeing is usually believing. My blood screening numbers are normal aside from B12 and Vit D
were discovered to end up being low; It is all examined in you-are-there detail, because it all
occurred to Colin Campbell and additional (once) highly-regarded doctors he profiles. Im
going to my 3rd yr now after scanning this reserve and changing to whole plants I feel like I
did when I was in quality college with energy and skip in my step. Im composing this with the
hope that it gives someone motivation that they (you) as well can do it as well. Never being a
gym person, I've recently begun to include modest exercise 1 or 2x weekly in the past six
months making me feel additionally extremely good after a 45 min workout. I take advantage
of all organic make and oats now to avoid pesticides. Do not get me wrong, I really like
poultry wings, cheeseburgers, fries, cookies, cake and pie, however they don't love me. I gave it
to a friend with a center condition also. If I were to provide advice as to the place to start, I
will suggest after reading the China Study a couple of things: theres a retired Dr. Lol. My
edition of it goes like this: 1-1. I was stunned by the findings enough to have a paradigm
change in what I would choose to eat forever more. Add floor flax seed and chia seed.
Amazingly interesting Amazingly interesting. As I did not have access to a scale, I had no idea
what was going on with my excess weight. Stir the almond milk so that it gets combined in the
raw oats. Wait 5 min then consume. I dumped the western diet and my 50yr habit of what I ate
since birth to simply eating. But certainly, the biggest bang for my my health insurance and
feeing great comes most surely in what I elect to eat. The other thing I do is make 2-liters of
green smoothies and beverage it all throughout my time. I change up the frozen fruit in the
smoothie (I'll use frozen mangos, pineapple, strawberries. Love this reserve!.for leafy green I
might work with a combo of baby spinach, kale, chard); Campbell and his colleagues found
was overwhelming evidence that even small amounts of animal foods are linked to higher cases
of cancers and additional chronic diseases.5 cups of frozen berries (strawberries, blueberries,
raspberries, blackberries), 2 apples, 2 pears, ground flax seed and chia seeds, 2 bananas, 2fl-
oz of almond milk+2fl-oz of spring water. Mix. Makes 2 liters. Strongly suggest using a blender
like a breville "the boss" (i use this and enjoy it alot, sticker shock on price so prepare yourself)
or blendtec. Incendiary Refresher Course -There is a mountain of scientific evidence showing
that the healthiest diet you can possibly consume is a high carbohydrate diet. I then mailed
them out to close friends all over, preceded by an e-mail warning and my review. Esselstyn from
the Cleveland Clinic that had a simple breakfast cereal he produced at home. I dumped milk
and dairy, and check the labels. the positive switch in two weeks kept me heading, week after
week, month after month..I absoultely won't eat anything with added glucose. For supper, I
started out utilizing the "big salad" recipe that can be found at chrisbeatcancer. A real vision
opener on disease in the USA and European countries vs Asia and additional countries.. Dont
allow people put doubts in your mind. The facts, usually unlike everything we’ve been taught,



keep coming fast and hard. I hope my note is effective. After making the smoothie, take 2-3
huge containers of the smoothie with u to function and drink this all through your day.-The past
60 years have already been a celebration of chemicals and technology rather than diet plan
and prevention. This second edition forced me to reread it. Those who have bypass surgery do
not have fewer heart episodes than those who usually do not.-Calcium builds strong bones,
but cow’s milk weakens them, as osteoporosis. People in america, Australians and New
Zealanders drink probably the most milk, and have probably the most bone fractures from
middle age group on.-One of the largest health hoaxes ever sold may be the nutrient
supplement industry.-The health damage from doctors’ ignorance of nutrition is
astounding.Welcome back to The China Research, still straight-shooting, even now dramatic,
and about 70 web pages longer in the brand new edition. This reserve provides more training
in the health ramifications of meals than MDs get in all their years of education. Whole, organic
plants is my meals of choice. It is definitely a very hard book to place down. EASILY can do it,
that you can do it as well if you want it.The reason the reality are contrary is of course due to
the usual suspects: Big Ag, Big Pharma and Big Processors. They will have corrupted our
universities with grants, infiltrated government agencies to keep carefully the truth at bay, and
spend billions marketing their false claims. We grow up with their falsehoods, and we believe in
them. Those who try to speak out are isolated, shunned, eliminated and fired. so I take
supplements for just those a couple of things and feel brilliant.Campbell’s basic premise is that
pet protein destroys our internal ecosystem. I believe this book can help anyone. The scientific
proof is endless – and are also the defenders of the SAD – Standard American Diet plan - that
is about 1 / 3 animal, between meat and dairy.When I read the first China Research a decade
ago, I immediately went back online and ordered a whole case of these. Carry among these
containers with you around the office or in meetings like its you're new coffee mug. That’s how
impressed I was. Therefore we don’t die from cardiovascular disease as often, but we still get it
at a comparable rates. In so doing, I ran across several strong brand-new statements and
rushed to the initial edition, only to find they were currently there. I even bought the hard copy
as it was much easier for me personally to use compared to the kindle version. Happy they
made me do it.David Wineberg Health care dollars would be lesser if people followed the
recommendations in this book Evidence based studies point to the best diet plan for longevity
and general health. The complete foods plant-based diet plan provides helped my advanced
prostate cancers significantly. Put in a sliced banana or two. Stuff Big Food doesn't need you
to learn about how they are leading to disease, and the simple way to avoid it..plants.
Fascinating, useful information This book is eye-opening and inspiring. This book is a potential
life saver We was in Thailand looking for a book to read and I ran across this book on
Amazon. As I had been experiencing angina and blood circulation pressure as high as
150/100, I was looking for some diet plan modification. I read thru the book in July 2018 and
decided to try the suggested diet plan. After a couple of weeks the angina went away and I
observed my blood circulation pressure started coming down. Only a few weeks! Add
unsweetened and unflavored almond milk. I was 192 lb when I left for Thailand in June. Despite
the fact that Veggies are more expensive than meats and fast food the entire result is a lower
food bill and much healthier. By the end of October, I was down about 25 lb. Now in
November, my blood pressure dropped to 112/75 and my cholesterol got dropped from 164
this past year to 112 today. A Whole Food, Plant-Based diet plan not only maintains better
wellness, it could even reverse damage. So this edition is as much a badly required refresher as
a new discovery. Answers Plenty of Questions. Just like a smoker that quits a bad habit



overnight, I did so the same using what I ate. I'd say 90% of what's in a supermarket and 95%
of most restaurant menus in america wont meet a true whole foods, plant based diet. I am
carrying out a moderated Plant Based Diet. GREAT INFORMATION described important facts
on diet and studies done that most people are not aware of but is important to your health,
plus much, much more. Feel great lost 10 pounds have more room in my jeans.com In two weeks
of consisitent eating whole plant based diet plan, I began to spot the change and feel better
overall; I returned to the united states August 1 and I had lost about 10 lb, 3 weeks when i
started the diet. THE STUDY is In! Once the China Study arrived years ago, the meals industry
was not happy at all. The data just doesn't lie. What Dr. here is an example of a smoothie I
made today: 3 cups baby spinach, 1.Video game changer reserve for me I'm posting this 2 yrs
after reading The China Research and what subsequently followed was radically changing
into beimg almost 95% of the time vegan constantly. One of the best informational books that
I've found. Not 100% but about 80%. That is all the proof you will have to change the way you
eat forever.
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